Spin-spin interactions generated by a detuned cavity are a standard mechanism for generating highly entangled spin squeezed states. We show here how introducing a weak detuned parametric (two-photon) drive on the cavity provides a powerful means for controlling the form of the induced interactions. Without a drive, the induced interactions cannot generate Heisenberg-limited spin squeezing, but a weak optimized drive gives rise to an ideal two-axis twist interaction and Heisenberglimited squeezing. Parametric driving is also advantageous in regimes limited by dissipation, and enables an alternate adiabatic scheme which can prepare optimally squeezed, Dicke-like states. Our scheme is compatible with a number of platforms, including solid-state systems where spin ensembles are coupled to superconducting quantum circuits or mechanical modes.
Introduction-The field of quantum sensing focuses on enhancing measurements by exploiting entanglement. Among the most studied approaches are those based on spin squeezing [1] , where one uses an entangled state of N spin 1/2 particles to reduce the imprecision of a Ramsey-type phase measurement. While there are many approaches for generating spin squeezing (see e.g. Refs. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ), new methods are still of interest if they can transcend limitations of standard approaches. The most widely studied deterministic method is based on exploiting an all-to-all Ising interaction, the so-called one-axis twist (OAT) Hamiltonian [2] ; this has been implemented in several groundbreaking experiments [9] [10] [11] [12] . While conceptually simple, this method cannot achieve fundamental 1/N Heisenberg scaling of the squeezing. In contrast, the so-called two-axis twist Hamiltonian (TAT) is known to achieve Heisenberg scaling [2] , but is difficult to physically implement.
In this work, we show how adding a detuned parametric drive (PD) to the standard setup of spins coupled to a cavity ( Fig. 1) can be used to exactly implement the TAT interaction, and thus achieve Heisenberg-limited spin squeezing. Our scheme is compatible with standard spin-echo techniques, thus giving it robustness against the effects of inhomogeneous broadening and low-frequency noise; it also outperforms standard OAT in the presence of realistic dissipation. For stronger PD strengths, one can alternatively implement an adiabatic protocol that produces Dicke-like states which achieve the maximum possible level of spin squeezing (outperforming TAT by a factor of 2) [13, 14] . Our approach could be implemented in a host of systems, including solid state spins coupled to driven mechanical modes [5, 15] or driven superconducting cavities [16] .
Note that our protocols differ significantly from FIG. 1. A collective spinŜ comprised of N spin 1/2 particles is coupled to a parametrically driven cavity (drive amplitude λ). The cavity has a decay rate κ, and the single-spin dephasing rate is γ φ .
previous ideas using PD for spin squeezing. Reference [17] considered how PD could enhance OAT in a trapped ion setup; we consider a different basic spin-boson coupling, and demonstrate methods that go beyond OAT. Reference [18] considered how PD in consort with strong cavity frequency modulation could realize dissipative spin squeezing [19] through a higher-order process. Our approaches in contrast require no frequency modulation, and have far more favourable cooperativity requirements as they do not involve higher-order processes. Model-We consider N two-level systems (splitting frequency ω s ) coupled via a standard Tavis-Cummings interaction (strength g) to a bosonic mode subject to a parametric (i.e. two-photon) drive at frequency 2ω p :
where we introduce collective spin operatorsŜ ± = S x ± iŜ y andŜ k = 1 2 jσ k (j) for k ∈ {x, y, z}, witĥ σ k (j) denoting a standard Pauli operator acting on the jth spin. The parametric drive will give us a arXiv:2003.03345v1 [quant-ph] 6 Mar 2020 powerful means for controlling the form of the cavity mediated spin-spin interactions. We next move to a rotating frame (for both spins and cavity) in which the Hamiltonian is time-independent:
Here ∆ c/s ≡ ω c/s − ω p are the respective detunings of the cavity and spins from the parametric drive. Without loss of generality, we take the parametric drive amplitude λ to be real and positive, and consider the regime |∆ c | ≥ λ, ensuring a stable system. We can then diagonalize the cavity Hamiltonian in terms of a Bogoliubov modeβ ≡ cosh rĉ + sinh rĉ † , where the parameter r satisfies tanh 2r = λ/∆ c .
where the spin Bogoliubov mode is defined asΣ ≡ cosh rŜ − − sinh rŜ + . We next consider the case where √ N g E β , and where the parametric drive is almost resonant with the spins, such that ∆ s ∼ g 2 /E β E β . In this case, we can eliminate the cavity-spin interaction to leading order using a standard Schreiffer-Wolff transformation (see [20] ); this is analogous to standard derivations of cavity-mediated OAT [5, 21] . Retaining terms to order g 2 , we obtain an effective interacting spin Hamiltonian:
with χ ≡ g 2 /E β . Superficially, this is identical to the Hamiltonian for cavity-mediated OAT, except the spin lowering operator has been replaced byΣ, the spin Bogoliubov operator. As we now show, this has dramatic consequences. Induced two-axis twisting (ITAT)-We first ignore the last dispersive coupling term in Eq. (4). In this case the spins and cavity are decoupled, and the spin-only terms in Eq. (4) describe an unusual kind of cavity-mediated spin-spin interaction. Expanding these terms out, and definingχ = χ cosh 2r, ∆ = ∆ s − χ, we have:
Without a parametric drive (i.e. r = 0) we have a standard cavity-induced OAT Hamiltonian [5, 21] . For non-zero r, the new Dissipation-free evolution of spin squeezing under the spin-spin interaction in Eq. (5) for different parametric drive amplitudes (∆ = 0, N = 5000, spins initially polarized along x). The solid blue (orange) curve corresponds to the OAT (TAT) evolution with the parametric drive amplitude λ = 0 (λ = ∆c/3). The dotted (dashed) orange curve shows results for non-optimal amplitude of λ = 0.02∆c (λ = 0.92∆c). Even non-ideal choices of λ lead to performance that surpasses OAT. Horizontal lines indicate the optimal squeezing for OAT and TAT. We assume that a Hanh-echo has been performed to cancel the effects of the dispersive interaction. In the absence of this echo, the optimal squeezing for λ = ∆c/3 is degraded by less than 1 dB.
interaction terms have the form of the TAT Hamiltonian introduced in Ref. [2] ; these terms on their own are capable of generating spin squeezing with Heisenberg-limited scaling, something that is impossible with an OAT Hamiltonian.
At first glance, it seems like our scheme can never realize a pure TAT interaction, both because the OAT-like terms will always dominate (as tanh 2r ≤ 1), and because of the spurious linear-in-Ŝ z term. This pessimism is unfounded. First, the unwanted linear term can be eliminated by simply tuning the spin detuning to ∆ s = χ; this could be done, e.g., by just slightly shifting the parametric drive frequency. Second, if we also tune the parametric drive amplitude so that λ = ∆ c /3, we have tanh 2r → tanh 2r 0 = 1/3, and the resulting Hamiltonian can be written:
SinceŜ tot is a constant of motion forĤ s , the effective dynamics ofĤ s are equivalent to the desired two-axis twist Hamiltonian. Eq (6) is a central result of our work, and represents one the simplest mechanisms we know for implementing the TAT Hamiltonian. Previous proposals for realizing TAT tend to be experimentally demanding. They either require carefully tailored bang-bang control of the spin ensemble [22, 23] , multiple drive lasers, atomic levels and cavity transitions [24] , or very weak higher-order interaction processes [25] . In contrast, our scheme utilizes a standard Tavis-Cummings coupling, and does not require an elaborate pulsed driving of the spin system. It also requires only a modest-amplitude parametric drive (far from any regime of instability). Note one could alternatively tune λ = −∆ c /3; in this case an equivalent TAT Hamiltonian in the z − x plane is generated. By tuning the parametric drive amplitude, one can also realize other kinds of spin-spin interactions, including an OAT Hamiltonian along the y axis, and a "twist-and-turn" Hamiltonian [26, 27] (see [20] ).
We now return to the issue of the dispersive interaction in Eq. (4). In the absence of dissipation, β †β is a conserved quantity. Further, assuming the cavity starts in a vacuum state, theβ mode starts in a squeezed state characterized by r 0 , and thus has a small but non-zero population. Hence, the small mean value β †β = sinh 2 r 0 0.03 can be easily cancelled by slightly shifting the spin-drive detuning to ∆ s = χ(1 + sinh 2 r 0 ). The remaining static fluctuations of the Bogoliubov-mode number operator have a dephasing effect, which is also insignificant due to the smallness of the required parametric drive amplitude (i.e. (β †β ) 2 − (β †β ) 2 0.06). They have a negligible effect on the optimal squeezing (numerical simulations show that at N = 5000, the change in ξ 2 R is much smaller than 1 dB), and furthermore, their effects can be completely cancelled by performing a single Hahn-echo pulse half-way through the evolution period (corresponding to a π pulse about, e.g., the x axis). This highlights another key advantage of our scheme: like the standard cavity-based OAT [5] , it is fully compatible with widely used spin-echo techniques for suppressing the effects of inhomogeneous broadening and low-frequency dephasing. This is of particular importance in potential solid-state implementations.
As is standard, we quantify the amount of useful spin squeezing using the Ramsey spin squeezing parameter [28] :
where ∆Ŝ 2 ⊥ is the minimum variance in a direction perpendicular to the direction of the mean of the collective spin. For our induced TAT Hamiltonian, we start with an initial product state where all spins are polarized along the x direction. As shown in Fig. 2 , if we use a Hahn echo to cancel the effects of the dispersive coupling, the induced TAT Hamiltonian (in the absence of dissipation) generates spin squeezing at an optimal time, that scales as ξ 2 R ∼ 4/N . This represents Heisenberg-limited scaling, something that is impossible with a standard OAT protocol (i.e. our setup with zero parametric drive), where ξ 2 R ∼ 1/N 2/3 at best. Figure 2 also shows that our protocol is robust against variations in the parametric drive amplitude; even when λ is far away from its optimal value of ∆ c /3 the performance is superior to OAT.
Impact of dissipation-It is also crucial to understand the ITAT scheme in the presence of dissipation. As discussed, standard spin-echo pulses are compatible with our scheme, and hence can be used to suppress the impact of inhomogeneous broadening and low-frequency dephasing noise. For the remaining dissipative processes, we assume each spin is dephased by a Markovian bath (rate γ φ ) and that the cavity has a energy damping rate κ due to coupling to a zero-temperature environment. The dissipative dynamics of our system is then described bẏ
where D[z]ρ =ẑρẑ † −{ẑ †ẑ ,ρ}/2 is the standard Linblad dissipative superoperator. Γ = κχ/E β is the rate associated with cavity-induced spin dissipation; the jump operator describing this process iŝ
For large parametric drives (e.g. as used in the scheme of Ref. [17] ), the drive causes strong amplification of the cavity-induced dissipation, potentially nullifying any advantage. In contrast, our scheme only requires a small parametric drive (i.e. e 2r0 = √ 2), leading to minimal amplification of dissipation. Shown in Fig. 3 are results from numerical simulations of the full master equation [29, 30] , depicting optimal spin squeezing versus N (with E β optimized for each N ). We pick parameters such that κ γ φ and the collective cooperativity C ≡ N g 2 /(κγ φ ) is 5 for N = 1, and always evolve starting with spins fully polarized in the x direction. Even with dissipation, a parametric drive corresponding to r = r 0 (i.e. ITAT) appreciably improves performance for all values of N over the undriven (r = 0, OAT) case. Our results are also consistent with an approximate ξ 2 R ∼ 1/ √ C scaling, as would be expected from a standard linearized treatment of our system (see [20] ). We also consider optimizing the value of r (i.e. parametric drive strength) for each N . We find that these optimized r values (orange points in Fig. 3) , are always larger than the value r 0 that would yield the TAT Hamiltonian. At a heuristic level, increasing r increases the initial rate at which squeezing is produced, something that is likely advantageous in the presence of dissipation.
Adiabatic preparation of optimally squeezed states-While the TAT Hamiltonian is able to produce Heisenberg-limited spin squeezing, it is well known that states exist which are squeezed by an additional factor of 2 [13, 14] . Such states are infinitesimally close to so-called "Dicke states": collective spin eigenstates that have a maximal S 2 tot and are also annihilated by, e.g.Ŝ z . As we now show, by making our parametric drive time-dependent, our setup can also produce such states.
To see how this works, note that for even N the spin Bogoliubov operatorΣ[r] has a unique state in its kernel, |ψ dk [r] [3, 6, 19] . This state exhibits optimal spin-squeezing properities, with ξ 2 R → 2/N in the large-r limit. Furthermore, it can be naturally produced by driving a spin ensemble with squeezed light [3, 19] , and can also be stabilized using dissipative protocols involving multi-level atoms and engineered Raman processes [6] .
Our setup provides an alternate, fully coherent method for generating such states. For even N , |ψ dk [r] is the unique zero-energy ground state of the drive-modified spin-spin interaction in Eq. (4); all other higher-lying states are separated by a gap. As discussed in [20] , by making the complex parametric drive amplitude λ, frequency ω p and spin Larmor frequency ω s all time-dependent, we obtain a Hamiltonian with the same form as Eq. (4), except with a time-dependent squeezing parameter r(t). This Hamiltonian always has an instantaneous zeroenergy eigenstate |ψ dk [r(t)] . Our protocol thus consists of starting with λ(0) = r(0) = 0, with an initial state having of all the spins polarized along the z axis (i.e. |ψ dk [r = 0] = |N/2, −N/2 ). We then slowly ramp up r(t) from 0 to r f by appropriately varying λ(t), ω p (t) and ω s (t) (see [20] ). The adiabatic theorem then implies that the system evolves from its initial product form to the highly entangled state |ψ dk [r f ] . One can show analytically that for large r f , |ψ dk exhibits spin squeezing with ξ 2 R ∼ 2/N [3, 19] . Adiabaticity requires a total evolution time τ prot that is much longer than the relevant inverse gap, which in our case scales as N g 2 /E β . Shown in Fig. 4 are numerical results for the timeevolution of the squeezing under this adiabatic protocol for N = 1000 and for different total protocol times. We take the time-dependence of r(t) to smoothly increase from 0 to 4 during the evolution (see [20] ). Even for faster evolution times where nonadiabatic errors are prevalent, large amounts of spin squeezing are produced, and performance can still surpass that of standard OAT. In practice, the dark state |ψ dk [r(t)] only exists for even N . Figure 4 shows that our protocol nonetheless produces con-siderable squeezing even when N is odd.
Conclusions-We have explored how parametrically driving a cavity coupled to a spin ensemble can be used to optimize the generation of highly squeezed spin states. An optimally detuned parametric drive allows a direct realization of the ideal TAT spin-squeezing Hamiltonian, enabling Heisenberg-limited scaling. This protocol also significantly improved performance over the undriven system in regimes limited by dissipation. We also described an alternate protocol using a time-dependent parametric drive, which adiabatically produced optimally spin-squeezed states which approach Dicke states. P.G., H-K.L. and A.A.C. acknowledge support by the DARPA DRINQS program (agreement D18AC00014).
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Effective Induced TAT System Hamiltonian and Master Equation
In this section, we present a self-contained discussion with additional details related to obtaining an effective system Hamiltonian as well as the corresponding master equation that in the main text we use to induce TAT squeezing dynamics of the spins. We start by considering a parametrically driven cavity represented by an annihilation operatorĉ, that is coupled to a collective spinŜ, with a Hamiltonian (taking = 1)Ĥ
where ω c is cavity frequency, ω s the collective spin frequency, g the single-spin cavity-spin coupling strength, ω p half of the parametric drive frequency, and finally λ the parametric drive amplitude. Without a loss of generality, we assume λ is real and positive. Furthermore, we envision that our cavity-spin system is subjected to two noise channels: cavity decay at rate κ, as well as local spin dephasing (uniform among all spins), characterized by the rate γ φ . This leads to a master equatioṅ
where D Â ρ =ÂρÂ † − Â †Âρ +ρÂ †Â /2, for any operatorÂ.
Effective Hamiltonian-In order to arrive at an effective description of the above setup, we begin with the Hamiltonian from Eq. (S1), and go into a rotating frame dictated by ω p . Introducing ∆ c = ω c − ω p and ∆ s = ω s − ω p lets us writê
Next, usingÛ
we diagonalize the first and last terms of Eq. (S3). Choosing r such that tanh(2r) = λ/∆, leads tô
with E β = ∆ c sech(2r) = √ ∆ 2 − λ 2 , and where for convenience we have introduced a Bogoliubov-like spin-modeΣ
as well as a Bogoliubov cavity modeβ = cosh rĉ + sinh rĉ † .
Cavity Elimination-In order to simplify Eq. (S5) further, we eliminate the cavity from the problem, using a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation [S5, S31] . Assuming √ N g E β and using a generator
we calculateH eff = eRĤ sq e −R . Using the fact that β ,β † = 1, Σ † ,Σ = 2Ŝ z as well as Ŝ z ,Σ =Σ, and keeping only the leading order terms in g/E β , we writê
where for convenience we have defined χ = g 2 /E β , and assumed that ∆ s ∼ g 2 /E β E β . In Eq. (S9) the cavity-spin degrees of freedom now only couple dispersively. By assuming that this dispersive interaction can be (on average) eliminated through a dynamical decoupling protocol (by appropriate rotations along a suitably chosen axis in the x-y plane) or by choosing appropriate spin detuning (see below), we can concentrate only on the spin degree of freedom, and writê
withχ = χ cosh 2r and∆ = ∆ s − χ. We stress that the last term can be easily tuned by varying ∆ s , which can be useful for both generating the ideal Hamiltonian, but also for removing the mean effects of the dispersive cavity-spin interaction in Eq. (S9) (see main text).
Induced OAT Dynamics-Let us for the moment assume ∆ s = 0 →∆ = −χ. In the limit where r = 0 (λ = 0), it is clear that Eq. (S10) reduces to a Hamiltonian of a standard OAT protocol along the z axis, namelyĤ
Here our results simply resemble the standard method of generating OAT evolution using a dispersively coupled cavity-spin system (for example as in [S5] ). We also note that the term proportional toŜ z can be eliminated by choosing∆ = 0, although its presence has no impact on the amount of squeezing Eq. (S11) can produce. We can also obtain an approximate OAT Hamiltonian along the y axis in the limit where r → ∞ (λ → ∆ c ). Noting that when r → ∞, we have cosh 2r ≈ sinh 2r ≈ e 2r /2, which lets us rewrite Eq. (S10) (still with ∆ s = 0) asĤ
In the above expression, the effective spin-spin interaction strength is now enhanced (i.e. χ → χe 2r ), and points along a different axis than the r = 0 limit shown in Eq. (S11). In the presence of distinct T 1 and T 2 spin relaxation processes, different choices of the OAT axis will lead to different amounts of squeezing. Further, note that if we keep the spin detuning ∆ s , then there will be an additionalŜ z term in Eq. (S12). This then realizes the twist-and-turn Hamiltonian studied by many authors [S26, S27] . Induced TAT Dynamics-Going back to Eq. (S10), we consider another, far more interesting scenario by choosing values of r that satisfy tanh 2r = ±1/3. Along with setting∆ = 0, such a condition lets us simplify Eq. (S10) toĤ
in the case of tanh 2r = 1/3 (λ = ∆ c /3), and a similar expression, withŜ x →Ŝ y , in the case of tanh 2r = −1/3 (λ = −∆ c /3). Clearly Eq. (S13) corresponds to a TAT Hamiltonian, which can lead to optimal 1/N scaling of the ξ 2 R parameter.
Dissipation and Effective Master Equation-
In this section, we discuss how the above treatment changes the master equation shown in Eq. (S2). We start by applying the Schrieffer-Wolff transformation generated byR, to the cavity dissipator proportional to κ from Eq. (S2). Keeping the leading order correction in g/E β and using Eq. (S7), we have
Then, noting that for any operatorsÂ andB
with
lets us approximate
where we have defined the effective dissipative rate of the collective spins degree of freedom term as Γ = κχ/E β , as well as dropped the fast oscillating cross-terms (proportional to D β ,Ŝ + ρ, etc.). This lead to the effective master equation for the spins as shown in the main text.
Adiabatic evolution protocol
Effective Hamiltonian-As discussed in the main text, our scheme can also be used to adiabatically prepare optimally spin-squeezed states. This requires engineering a Hamiltonian with the same form as Eq. (S5), except where the r parameter is time-dependent. Similarly to Eq. (S1), we start witĥ
where ϕ p (t) = 2 t 0 dt ω p (t ); here the spin frequency ω s (t), the parametric drive frequency ω p (t) and parametric drive amplitude λ(t) are all time dependent. This corresponds to chirping the parametric drive frequency, and also varying the spin Larmor frequency. We point out, however, that instead of making the spin Larmor frequency be time-dependent, we could also arrive at the same effective Hamiltonian by instead introducing appropriate time-dependence to ω c .
Going into a rotating frame defined byÛ rf (t) = exp iϕ p (t)(ĉ †ĉ +Ŝ z ) , giveŝ
For our adiabatic protocol, we first pick a desired time dependent squeezing parameter r(t) that evolves smoothly and slowly from r(0) = 0 to r(τ prot ) = r f , with τ prot representing the total protocol time. We also choose a target cavity Bogoliubov mode energy E β that is time-independent (as this helps minimize non-adiabatic errors [S32] ) Once these choices are made, we use them to determine the time-dependence of the chirped parametric drive frequency ω p (t) and the real part of the parametric drive amplitude λ(t). This is done via the equations:
Re λ(t) = E β sinh 2r(t). Finally, we chose the imaginary part of the parametric drive amplitude that satisfies
With these choices, we can now further transform our system into a moving squeezed frame via the unitarŷ
Our choices above ensure that the resulting instantaneous Hamiltonian in this moving frame has a cavityonly part that it diagonal; the choice of Im λ(t) cancels the inertial term associated with the transformation, which results inĤ
where we now make the r-(and therefore time-) dependence of the Bogoliubov spin operatorΣ[r(t)] explicit. We now have our desired Hamiltonian: in this moving squeezed frame, the instantaneous Hamiltonian involves the cavity interacting with the instantaneous spin-Bogoliubov modeΣ[r(t)]. We can now follow the same steps we took in the time-independent case, and eliminate the cavity via a Schreiffer-Wolff transformation to obtain the desired Eq. (4) of the main text. Note that the remaining freedom in choosing the time dependence of the spin frequency ω s (t) (and hence ∆ s (t)) can be used to cancel the final term ∼Ŝ z , as was done in the time-independent protocol.
The attentive reader will of course note that the Schreiffer-Wolff transformation we need to make in the time-dependent case will involve a time-dependent generator, and will hence produce new terms compared to the static case. However, these terms can be safely neglected as we are interested in an adiabatic protocol, where r(t) evolves slowly. In particular, we will haveṙ(t) χ, implying that terms associated with the time-derivative of the Schreiffer-Wolff generator do not contribute to the transformed Hamiltonian to leading order in χ.
Adiabatic pulse-In order for our adiabatic protocol to work, we have to choose the drive λ(t) so that r(t) slowly increases from zero to its desired value r f at the end of the evolution. To do so, we choose a Im λ(t) that takes the form of a polynomial
which is chosen to be smooth, with Im λ(0) = Im λ(τ prot ) =λ(0) = Imλ(τ prot ) = 0 [S33] , and to satisfy r(τ prot ) = r f . Using Eq. (S22), lets us write r(t) as
Figure (S1) shows Im λ(t) and r(t) used in the simulations described in the main text, with r f = 4.
Linearized theory
In this section, we use the linearized theory to study the minimum squeezing parameter ξ 2 R that can be achieved by the ITAT Hamiltonian in Eq. (S13). We focus on the time evolution of the relevant spin operator variances, Ŝ 2 y , Ŝ 2 z , and Ŝ yŜz +ŜzŜy 2 , while assuming the other spin operator expectation values change negligibly during the evolution, i.e.,
These assumptions are consistent with starting the evolution with all the spins aligned along the positiveŜ x axis. Furthermore, we can assume the dynamics of these variances are dominated by the Hamiltonian, while the dephasing and dissipation contribute only weakly. The equation of motion is then given by The time evolution of the variances can be solved analytically. We find that the solution involves one exponentially increasing eigenvector and one exponentially decreasing eigenvector. It means that under the ITAT interaction, one spin direction is anti-squeezed and another direction is squeezed.
The spin variance along any direction perpendicular to the mean spin direction of the collective spin, i.e. S θ ≡ cos θŜ y + sin θŜ z , is given by
In the case we are studying, the direction with the minimum spin variance corresponds to the direction where the variance is squeezed. We find that this direction is θ = −π/4, and the dynamics of this variance follows d dt
This spin variance reduces monotonically during evolution, and therefore the minimum variance is attained at the steady state:
Here both the ITAT interaction strengthχ and cavity-induced spin dissipation rate Γ depend on the Bogoliubov mode energy E β :χ
Finally, ∆Ŝ 2 ⊥ can be minimized by choosing the optimal Bogoliubov mode energy
The minimum squeezing parameter is given by
where C ≡ N g 2 /(κγ φ ) is the collective spin cooperativity.
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